Abstract-Purpose: Planning and dosimetry of different VMAT algorithms (SmartArc, Ergo++, Autobeam) is compared with IMRT for Head and Neck Cancer patients. Modelling was performed to rule out the causes of discrepancies between planned and delivered dose.
I. INTRODUCTION
OLUMETRIC MODULATED ARC THERAPY (VMAT) is a promising technology in the field of radiation therapy. It is one of the rotational forms of Intensity Modulated Radiation therapy (IMRT) and seems to offer a number of advantages in terms of more conformal dose distributions and faster treatment times. IMRT is currently regarded as a gold standard for a variety of tumour sites and offers better plan quality and Organ at Risk (OAR) sparing than 3D Conformal Radiotherapy (3DCRT) by use of inverse planning and fluence modulation [1] - [5] . However IMRT also has a few undesirable features such as increased treatment times, considerable rise in number of monitor units (MUs) delivered and require more extensive physics quality A.Taqaddas is with Research Wormhole and JMIRS, Canada (e-mail: taqaddas@mail.com).
Financial support for the research project was provided by RMH in terms of paying M.Sc. Research module fee. assurance checks [6] - [8] . With IMRT a large volume of normal tissue can get low doses of radiation that increases the potential risk of secondary cancers [9] - [11] . VMAT deals with some of the problems of IMRT.
Unlike fixed gantry IMRT, rotational IMRT does not have to deal with the problem of incoming beam angle selection due to their rotational nature [12] . Other advantages of rotational IMRT include less treatment time as radiation delivery does not stop in between different beam angles and less monitor units (MUs). Large reduction in MUs means significant reduction in treatment time. More over reduced beam on time means less total body scatter. Therefore VMAT reduces theoretical risk of secondary malignancies as risk is related to scatter dose, MUs and volume of normal tissue receiving low dose radiotherapy. However VMAT won't be able to completely eliminate the risk as like IMRT, VMAT delivers low dose RT to a larger volume of normal tissue than 3DCRT [13] . Some forms of rotational IMRT include IMAT, AMAT, VMAT and Tomotherapy.
In 1995 Yu, put forward the idea of Intensity Modulation Arc Therapy (IMAT) which involves continuous gantry rotation with dynamic MLC (Multi leaf collimator) motion to produce fluence modulation while beam is on [14] . In this approach a number of arcs are used over different gantry angles. Physicists then realized that instead of multiple arcs a single arc with dynamic MLC motion can be sufficient to achieve intensity modulation and hence VMAT concept emerged [12] . This was made possible as modern linear accelerators (Linacs) acquire the ability to deliver the plans with varying angular dose rate [15] , leading to a reduction in the number of arcs and treatment time required as shown by a number of studies [13] , [16] , [17] . The ability of VMAT to simultaneously vary gantry speed, dose rate and MLC leaf position during gantry rotation and the ability to deliver radiation in a single arc unlike IMAT has resulted in a number of potential benefits compared to both IMRT and IMAT in terms of fast treatment times, reduced toxicity of critical structures, improved dosimetric quality and reduced number of MUs possibly leading to reduce risk of secondary malignancies [18] , [19] .
The potential benefits of VMAT are greatly reliant on the VMAT optimization algorithms employed in the treatment planning systems (TPS). A number of VMAT optimizers are either being released or have already been released and include RapidArc (RA), SmartArc (SA), Oncentra Master Plan, Ergo++, Monaco etc. It is therefore important to study the VMAT capabilities of these optimizers to assess their potential benefits in radiation treatment planning and delivery.
This retrospective study compared different VMAT inverse planning algorithms (optimization) to understand basic differences between them and to find out which one gives the best dose distribution on the planning system for Head and Neck cancer (HNC). The VMAT plans were also compared to
Step and shoot IMRT (ss-IMRT). The HN site was chosen because IMRT and 3DCRT is challenging for HN volumes because they are generally large and are in close proximity of critical structures and consequently often require highly modulated plans to achieve adequate coverage of target volumes while sparing Organs at risks (OARs). Treatment planning was performed with Elekta Ergo++, Philips SmartArc (SA), Philips Pinnacle (IMRT) and Autobeam (Inhouse VMAT TPS) and plans were generated for Elekta linear accelerators.
The secondary goals of this study were to examine how accurately the Linear Accelerator is delivering the plan for each VMAT system and to investigate the causes of any discrepancies found and to suggest methods of overcoming these discrepancies. This involves that planning system must accurately model the delivery and then the delivery must be reproducible and in accordance with planning system model. This was tested in terms of control Point (CP) spacing, MLC/aperture shape and MLC leaf-end separation. Furthermore estimated arc delivery times and overall plan optimization and calculation times were recorded. This investigation has 3 main parts: Planning study, Dose Verification and Modelling.
II. MATERIALS AND METHOD

A. Planning Study
Patient Selection, Contouring and Dose Levels
CT data (3mm slice thickness) for 5 previously treated HNC patients were selected for this study and transferred to the appropriate planning systems. These patients were selected randomly from the list of patients with Head and Neck cancer that have received IMRT at our department. Patient characteristics are listed in Table I . Due to retrospective nature of the study the structures were already accurately outlined. The main OARs were ipsi-lateral parotid, contra-lateral parotid, spinal cord and brainstem. Two PTVs (PTV1edited and PTV2edited) were defined from respective clinical Target volumes (CTVs) by adding 3mm margin with 3D expansion. They were treated with two dose levels giving high dose to primary tumour (PTV1edited) and low dose to nodal disease (PTV2edited volume). Prescriptions to PTV1edited volume were 65Gy or 66.6Gy in 30 fractions (#) and PTV2 edited volume were 54Gy in 30#. The PTVs were called edited PTVs because for optimization, the PTVs were reduced to 5mm under the skin surface to avoid optimization problems in the build-up region. Single volumes are not applicable for multiple arcs. Therefore it was necessary to draw additional contours for all the 5 patients for Autobeam planning. For instance for two arcs PTV1+PTV2 R (Primary+RT sided nodal PTV) and PTV1+PTV2L (Primary+Left Sided Nodal PTV) were drawn. For three arcs PTVR and PTVL (i.e. PTV2_edited volume was separated into PTVR and PTVL) were drawn and these two contours were used along with PTV1 edited volume. Thus 3 arc plans were done using an arc to high dose volume (PTV1edited) plus an arc to each of the nodal PTVs. Plans generated with IMRT, SmartArc and Ergo were normalized to PTV1 mean dose. 
B. Planning Objectives and Evaluation Tools
Plans were primarily assessed using the volume of PTV covered by 95% isodose and the irradiated volumes of OARs by means of standard Dose-Volume Histogram (DVH). For all PTVs, plans intend to achieve a minimum dose of 95% of the prescribed dose and a maximum dose lower than 107%. The planning DVH objectives used to access plan quality for all plans included : minimum dose, D95% and D5%-maximum dose (difference between the dose covering 5% and 95% of the target) to determine target homogeneity (D 5% -D 95% ), V<95% and V>107% (the volume receiving minimum of 95% and at most 107% of the prescribed dose respectively). In addition to it Conformity Index, CI 95% was also calculated which is the ratio between the body volume receiving at least 95% of the prescribed dose and the volume of the PTV.
For spinal cord with 3mm margin (SC_3mm) a maximum dose of 46Gy was allowed. For brainstem with 3mm margin (Brainstem_3mm) the maximum dose limit was set to 55Gy. In case of parotids the planning objectives tried to keep the mean dose below or at 26Gy.
C. Statistical Analysis
Two strategies have been employed to do statistical analysis to improve the integrity of the results. Firstly paired t-test analysis was used to analyze results. Results were considered statistically significant for p<=0.05. Although the number of cases is 5 but a large number of plans were created and many plan parameters have been tested in this study. Hence it is fairly justified to use paired t-test analysis in the present study. In the literature there are examples where paired t-test is used for 5 cases [20] . Secondly the analysis is further supported by considering superiority of one treatment technique if results were improved in majority of cases. This later analysis approach has also been used by Guckenberger et al. [21] who had a small sample size of 5 HNC cases. Paired t-test was chosen rather unpaired as this study is comparing different plans for the same set of 5 patients. Presence of interval level data also warranted the use of parametric test.
D. Ethical Approval
The Head of Local Research Ethics Committee of researcher's Trust has informed that no ethics approval or patient consent is required as this is a retrospective study in a department which handles patient data normally anyway. Inshort Local ethics offered advice and no approval was needed for this work.
E. Overview of Planning Techniques
Four sets of plans were compared in this study (IMRT, SmartArc, Ergo++, Autobeam) with final dose calculation for all plans done on Pinnacle ver. 9.0 to exclude differences due to dose calculation algorithms as much as possible. All plans were designed with 6MV photon beam to be delivered on Elekta synergy Linear accelerator running RTDESKTOP v 7.01(Linac Controller) equipped with Multileaf collimator with 80 leaves (1cm leaf width at isocentre with Maximum leaf speed of 2cm/s) and variable jaws with no interdigitations. All plans were delivered using variable dose rate and variable gantry speed. For SmartArc plans the maximum desired delivery time was set to 400s and maximum gantry speed to 6deg/sec with maximum leaf displacement of 0.3cm/sec. For Autobeam plans the nominal gantry speed was set to 1.5deg/sec. All IMRT and SmartArc plans were calculated using 0.25 cm dose grid on CCC algorithm. However Autobeam and Ergo++ plans were calculated using Adaptive convolve algorithm with either 0.4 cm or 1 cm dose grid because the system could not cope with large number of beams on fine dose grid. Effort was made to keep constraints similar. They cannot be kept identical due to different nature of TPS/Algorithms tested in this investigation. Hence occasionally they were altered to improve plan quality. Overall more effort was required to improve plan quality for Ergo++ and Autobeam than SmartArc. The planning rules/ constraints were altered to push the optimization just to achieve planning objectives not to reach maximum achieve results when possible. This strategy has been used by Vanetti et al. [22] . Planning techniques are discussed in Sections F to J.
F. IMRT Planning
Four sets of plans were compared in this study (IMRT, SmartArc, Ergo++, Autobeam) with final dose calculation for all plans done on Pinnacle ver 9.0 to exclude differences due to dose calculation algorithms as much as possible. All plans were designed with 6MV photon beam to be delivered on Elekta synergy Linear accelerator running RTDESKTOP v 7.01 (Linac Controller) equipped with Multileaf collimator with 80 leaves (1cm leaf width at isocentre with Maximum leaf speed of 2cm/s) and variable jaws with no inter-digitation. All plans were delivered using variable dose rate and variable gantry speed. For SmartArc plans the maximum desired delivery time was set to 400s and maximum gantry speed to 6deg/sec with maximum leaf displacement of 0.3cm/sec. For Autobeam plans the nominal gantry speed was set to 1.5deg/sec. All IMRT and SmartArc plans were calculated using 0.25 cm dose grid on CCC algorithm. However, Autobeam and Ergo++ plans were calculated using Adaptive convolve algorithm with either 0.4 cm or 1 cm dose grid because the system could not cope with large number of beams on fine dose grid. Effort was made to keep constraints similar. They cannot be kept identical due to different nature of TPS/Algorithms tested in this investigation. Hence occasionally they were altered to improve plan quality. Overall more effort was required to improve plan quality for Ergo++ and Autobeam than SmartArc. The planning rules/ constraints were altered to push the optimization just to achieve planning objectives not to reach maximum achieve results when possible. This strategy has been used by Vanetti et al. [22] . 
G. SmartArc (SA) Planning
A preclinical version of Philips Pinnacle SmartArc (9.0) was used which had the ability to do simultaneous optimization of multiple arcs. After optimization, dose was calculated with Pinnacle using Collapsed Cone Convolution with a calculation grid of 0.25 cm. The dose objectives were kept same as in ss-IMRT plans for edited PTVs, Spinalcord_3mm, Brainstem_3mm, and both Parotids. Occasionally they were changed to improve the dose distribution e.g. to avoid hotspots. All SmartArc plans consisted of 350 0 gantry rotation with fixed collimator angle of 5 0 to minimize tongue and groove effects and to avoid doses due to interleaf leakage. The 2 arc plans were produced to see if they improve dose homogeneity and dosimetric accuracy of plan delivery compared to single arc plans as some studies have reported better PTV homogeneity with double arc plans than single arc plans [21] , [23] . In double arc plan the first arc rotated counter clockwise from 175-185 0 and second arc clockwise from 185-175 0 . See Table III for SmartArc planning/arc parameters. All SmartArc plans were generated with maximum beam delivery time of 400s to permit maximum modulation per arc and with maximum dose rate of 600MU/min using Dynamic Arc Optimization. Single arc plans were produced with 4 0 and 2 0 gantry spacing (SA4d and SA2d) and double arc plans were generated with 4 0 spacing (SA2Arcs). In this study variable dose rate was used. This means the dose of each CP may take any value up to maximum Dose rate (600MU/min). SA Plan parameters are shown in two 
H. Recording SmartArc Estimated Delivery Times
One of the variables in the SmartArc optimization is the delivery time for the arc and the aim is to keep it below a user defined maximum value so that machine constraints (such as MLC travel) are not violated [19] . It is important to realize that delivery time is only an estimate. This is because plans are calculated using variable dose rate and constant gantry speed by setting 'Limit Gantry Acceleration' value to 'No'. However when it comes to delivering the plan the linac controller which is commissioned for binned dose delivery in steps of two rather than continuous variable dose delivery ((i.e. doses are decreased by a factor of 2 between maximum and minimum available binned doses) chooses the gantry speed and dose rate for the fastest possible delivery [15] , [19] , [24] . Consequently the actual delivery time can vary considerably from the estimated value which assumes a constant gantry speed and continuously variable dose rate.
I. Estimating SA Optimization and Dose Calculation Times
Optimization and calculation times were noted and they included individual computational steps (segmentation, Direct Machine Parameter Optimization-DMPO, dose calculation etc) excluding overall planning time such as setting up dose volume objectives etc. To speed up the process all SmartArc plans were recalculated using 0.4cm dose grid with Adaptive Convolve Algorithm and were timed. These plans were not verified and were created only for the purposes of obtaining an estimate for SA planning times.
J. Ergo++ Planning
Ergo++ TPS version 1.7.3 uses pencil beam algorithm for dose calculation and offers greater flexibility in terms of adapting MLC leaves dynamically to the target structures [25] . This is because it allows the planner to define all the field shapes [26] , [27] . The field shapes are defined by conformal avoidance using 'Define Structures' option or can manually be adjusted with 6mm leaf margin to PTV. There are two options for shielding OARs. One is OAR is shielded always and the other is OAR is shielded only when it is in front of the target in Beam's Eye view [26] . In this study spinal cord_3mm and brainstem_3mm are shielded always whereas both parotids are shielded when in front of the target. A single Clockwise (CW) arc with 89 CPs was used to generate Ergo++ plans. The whole arc was divided into odd and even CPs treating different PTVs. Arc Parameters used for HN Ergo++ treatment planning are shown in Table IV . Once optimization was completed the plans were transferred to Pinnacle for recalculation and further assessment. This is to exclude differences in dose calculation algorithm from the study.
K. Autobeam Planning -In-House VMAT TP System (V 4.9)
Single and multiple arcs were used to plan 5 HN cases with fixed collimator rotation of 5 0 and no floor rotation. Table V gives beam/arc parameters for AB plans. A number of plans were produced from ranging from single to multiple and combination arcs to improve plan quality. A combination of conformal and Intensity Modulation arcs was used as it produced good plans in some cases. Once a satisfactory plan is achieved in Autobeam the plan can be exported to Pinnacle for recalculation on adaptive convolve algorithm and for visualization purposes. The final plan is exported to linac in DICOM format. From Pinnacle the plan could be directly calculated on Delta 4 phantom representing the Delta4 geometry and density and then exported to Delta4 software to be compared against measured phantom doses.
In Autobeam we supply nominal gantry speed which means when plan is delivered the Linac controller tries not to go below nominal gantry speed. The nominal gantry speed and number of arcs determine the quality of plan and delivery speed [28] . For complex cases like HN, the emphasis is to produce good quality plans rather than on delivery speed [28] .
Hence a low nominal gantry speed (1.5 degree/sec) was chosen to allow more collimator and MLC leaf motion. 
L. VMAT Dose Verification
VMAT plan dose verification was conducted using Delta4 phantom. Only two sets of patient data were verified. For this purpose the dose distribution for each plan (from 2 HN cases) was recalculated on delta4 phantom in pinnacle. The doses were exported from Pinnacle with a resolution of 0.2 cm using dose calculation algorithms of adaptive convolve. Gamma analysis was used to verify the correspondence between planned and measured doses. The gamma analysis thresholds/indices with electronic arrays were chosen to be 3% dose error (of the dose in primary PTV) and 3mm distance to agreement. The tolerance of 90% was used based on a study by Bedford et al. [29] . The delivery times were recorded for the duration when beam on button was pressed and when the last beam was delivered.
III. RESULTS
The overall results in terms of target dose homogeneity, target coverage, Conformity Index and OARs statistics from DVH and plan analysis are displayed in Tables VI and VII 
A. Dose Homogeneity and Target Coverage
Target coverage was defined by the volume of specific target volume receiving at least 95% of the prescription dose. SA4d plans provided better PTV1 coverage than IMRT technique. However difference was not statistically significant. IMRT plans were better covered by 95% isodose compared to SA2d and 2 Arc plans. SA2Arcs plans resulted in highly reduced coverage of PTV1. Similar trends were observed for PTV2 V<95% coverage. Only on average 76.6% of PTV1 and 72.2% of PTV2 volume was covered by >=95% of the prescribed dose in case of double arc plans compared to about 97% of both PTVs for single arc plans . ss-IMRT plans were very similar to single arc (SA4d) plans in terms of V>107%. However ss-IMRT was still superior to SA2d and SA 2Arc. However ss-IMRT was still superior to SA2d and SA 2Arc for both PTVs in terms of V<95% with statistical significance observed only between IMRT v SA2Arcs. In terms of V>107% ss-IMRT was marginally better than SA2d and SA2Arcs for PTV1 but was lower than SA2d and SA2Arcs for PTV2. Double arc plans (SA 2Arc) did not improve target coverage compared to single arc plans. However for PTV2 double arc plans achieved the best results for V>107%. They were better than IMRT and SA4d and SA2d with statistical significance.
In terms of PTV1 homogeneity SA4d plans achieved best homogeneity followed by ssIMRT. SA4d plans were better than IMRT with a statistical significance of p =0.005. ssIMRT (4/5) was better than SA2d plans with statistical significance of p=0.05 and was marginally better than 2 arc plans. For PTV2 homogeneity, again single arc plans were better than ssIMRT in most cases (4/5) but difference between the two techniques was not statistically significant. Among SmartArc plans single arc plans were better than SA2d (with p value 0.015) and 2 arc plans (p=0.416).
IMRT plans achieved better PTV1 and PTV2 homogeneity compared to Autobeam plans with statistical significance observed in case of PTV2. In terms of target coverage 
IV. OAR SPARING & OTHER RESULTS
A. SmartArc Double arc plans allowed the largest sparing of spinal cord_3mm in terms maximum dose (5/5 cases) although no statistical significance was observed when compared to IMRT. Double arc plans were better than SA4d plans as shown by pvalues (0.027). IMRT and double arc plans produced similar results with IMRT slightly better than 2 arc plans in terms of Brainstem_3mm maximum dose. Among the dynamic arc plans SA4d spared the brainstem_3mm least with statistical significance observed between SA4d and SA2arc plans. The results are reported for whole parotid glands in terms of mean dose. Overall SA2Arcs and SA2d plans allowed reduced parotid involvement compared to IMRT with more prominent efficacy of double arc plans compared to Single arc plans with 
B. Autobeam
Autobeam spares brainstem_3mm better than IMRT but difference is rather small. Sparing of parotids and SC_3mm is better achieved with IMRT compared to Autobeam. Difference between the two techniques in sparing SC_3mm is not huge.
C. Ergo++
Ergo++ plans on average reduced maximum dose to brainstem_3mm and mean dose to both parotids compared to ss-IMRT with statistical significance observed for brain stem_3mm and LT Parotid. The maximum doses to brainstem_3mm and mean dose to Lt Parotid were lowest on average in Ergo++ VMAT plans compared to SA, Autobeam and IMRT. Ergo++ plans reduced doses to both brainstem_3mm and LT Parotid in 5 out of 5 cases. The maximum dose to SC_3mm on average was much higher in Ergo++ plans than in ss-IMRT.
D. Effects of CP Spacing and Number of Arcs on Calculation and Optimization Time
The results are displayed in the Table VIII . Analysis of the results show that combined optimization and calculation time increase with increase in number of arcs and reducing the CP spacing. The combined optimization and calculation time varied from 7-29 min with average time being 13.2 min, from 24-57min with mean time being 37min and from 25 - 
nd arc in SA 2Arc plans. Overall Autobeam optimization and dose calculation took more time compared to SmartArc. It takes about 2hrs upto 23hrs for optimization and dose calculation to complete depending on the size of the input (e.g. number of arcs, number of constraints, and number of control points etc). Although exact times for optimization and calculation were not recorded for each patient, Ergo++ optimization could take up to 8-10 hours. 
E. Total Monitor Units and Delivery Times
Autobeam was most efficient in terms of actual treatment delivery times as a 3 arc plan with 273 CPs only took 6min 45 sec to deliver whereas 2 arc SmartArc plans took from 7min -11min approximately. Longer (Actual) delivery times were observed with 2 0 spacing and with 2 arc plans compared to single arc and 4 0 spacing plans during SmartArc plan verification. Similarly with Autobeam increase in number of arcs resulted in increased delivery time. Ergo++ plans took longest to deliver.
The total MUs required for delivery were on average 19%, 30%, 10.6% and 6.5% lower than IMRT for SA4d, SA2d, SA2Arc, AB respectively. The difference was statistically significant between IMRT and SA4d and IMRT vs SA2d. Ergo++ plans had higher monitor units than ss-IMRT (MUs before exporting to Pinnacle for recalculation and before setting Prescription to ROI Mean). Overall VMAT plans with single and double arcs needed lower MUs, double arcs on average required higher number of MUs than Single arcs.
All estimated delivery times for individual arcs (SmartArc) were between 4.15 min to 6.66 min (Table X) 
VI. MODELLING
Modelling was performed to examine how accurately the Linac is delivering the plan for each VMAT system. This means that planning system must accurately model the delivery to reduce dosimetric errors. This was also done as the dosimetric results of VMAT plans did not show good agreement with planned doses as shown in the Table X. The effect of MLC leaf-end separation, MLC/Aperture shape and CP spacing on dosimetric agreement was evaluated.
A. Leaf-End Separation Modelling
To test the effect of MLC leaf-end separation on dosimetric accuracy, a set of new MLC leaf values depicting differences between MLC leaf tip position and 50% isodose line for a variety of leaf positions was used. The leaf offset values are shown in the Table XII and were result of Geometric construction [30] . The MLC model in Pinnacle (from version 7.4 and above) Treatment Planning System (TPS) uses a rounded leaf -end design and provides a number of MLC parameters including leaf tip position offset relative to the light field, inter-leaf transmission, radius of the curvature of rounded leaf-tip etc [31] .
A machine with new MLC leaf-end separation values was created in Photon Physics Tool Module of SmartArc v 9.0 and then dose was recalculated using this new Machine on Delta 4 Phantom for a number of VMAT plans (SA4d, SA2d, SA2Arcs) for 2 sets of patients (HN1 and HN2). New values were result of geometric construction. In this way MLC model was optimized to achieve good agreement for 6MV photons between measured and modelled data. The The results showed huge improvement in the dosimetric accuracy due to inclusion of rounded leaf-ends in the MLC model (Table XIII) . It was also noted that 2 0 CP spacing achieved best results overall with new Leaf-end separation values and results were close to IMRT. 
B. MLC Shape/Aperture Modelling
The effect of different aperture shapes due to varies MLC orientations and positions on verification accuracy were tested for an Autobeam plan for HN1 case. The Autobeam Plan for HN1 case had 91 beams with 10 interpolated CPs between beams. All 91 beams were turned into 91 static beams and all CPs in between were removed. The dose was recalculated and then plan was exported to Delta 4 phantom for verification. The results were close to IMRT verification results and showed big improvement in dosimetric accuracy compared to dynamic VMAT Autobeam plan as shown in the Table XIV. 
C. Control Point Modelling
To test the effect of CP spacing on dosimetric accuracy Autobeam VMAT software was used with 90 0 arc. A plan was created using Delta 4 phantom with a prescription of 50Gy in 25fractions. This plan was then exported to Autobeam for VMAT planning. Once a reasonable plan was achieved in Autobeam using 10 segments with only 90 0 Arc (to keep plan simple), it was imported back into pinnacle for adaptive convolve dose calculation on 0. (Table XV) . As the CP spacing increased dosimetric accuracy reduced. CP spacing of 2 and below are thus should be used to achieve good agreement between planned and measured doses for HN VMAT plans. Although results were generated using Autobeam VMAT planning system they can be generalized to other VMAT systems. Note:  = Gamma Index, DD = Dose Deviation, DA = Distance to Agreement. 
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VII. DISCUSSION
This retrospective study compared different VMAT inverse planning algorithms (optimization) to understand basic differences between them and to find out which one gives the best dose distribution on the planning system for Head and Neck cancer (HNC). The VMAT plans were also compared to Segmental IMRT. The results were verified using delta 4 phantom. The present study also discusses the effect of CP, MLC leaf-end Separation and MLC shape modelling on dosimetric accuracy of VMAT plans. Additionally combined Optimization and calculation times for SA were noted and how it was influenced by CP spacing and number of Arcs. Estimated SA Delivery times were also recorded.
Depending upon the complexity of the volume (size, proximity to OARs), number of arcs, control point spacing and the type of VMAT algorithm used for optimization the VMAT plans were found to be similar, better or worse than IMRT. Single arc VMAT plans generated using SmartArc preclinical v 9.0 were generally better than ss-IMRT and double arc plans in terms of homogeneity and target coverage. Planning with double arcs produced either almost similar or inferior plans to ssIMRT. Some SmartArc studies have reported that more than one arc is required for complex cases such as HNC [21] , [32] , [33] . The study by Guckenberger et al. [21] has reported better plan quality with increase in number of dynamic arcs except for cancer of the paranasal sinuses. Multiple arcs improved target coverage and homogeneity with results marginally inferior than IMRT. Similarly there are RapidArc (RA) studies on HNC that concluded better target coverage and homogeneity with double arc plans compared to IMRT and single arc RA plans for HNC sites with either similar or better OAR sparing [22, 23] . The authors of these RA studies suggest that this is because a second arc provides more degree of freedom for probable leaf positions plus a second arc compensates the dose modulation of the first arc resulting in enhanced PTV dose homogeneity with summed dose distribution of both arcs. This also resulted in better dosimetric accuracy at verification stage [23] . Doornaert et al. [34] used only double arcs to generate all RA plans. They reported excellent PTV coverage with on average > 99% of both PTVs getting greater than or equal to 95% of prescription dose. An Autobeam study also found that multiple arcs are required for multiple target volumes such as for a HN case [28] . This is not the findings of the current study.
Results of a single arc SA (ver 8.9) study for HNC are similar to our study in terms of target coverage [35] . This study concluded that single arc VMAT plans produced equivalent or better target coverage compared to ss-IMRT. Similarly another SmartArc study compared single dynamic arcs with ss-IMRT for a variety of sites i.e. HN, Brain, lung, Prostate, Tonsil [19] . They also found plan quality for all dynamic arcs to be either superior or similar to the corresponding ss-IMRT. Both these studies and the present study support the concept that single arc SmartArc plans can produce comparable or superior plans than IMRT for complex cases such as HN. However this relationship is not so prominent in RA plans. The present study achieved good quality plans with Single arc. We reckon this could be due to use of different VMAT technologies, RA and SA and most likely to do with the fact that either no maximum delivery time limit is set or high value is assigned to it thereby maximizing the modulation of single arc. This is also supported by a theoretical and philosophical study [36] that concluded that by keeping single arc treatment time for complex cases below 2min will compromise their quality. Other factors could also influence the results between single vs multiple arcs such as different target volumes, prescription doses and presence or absence of intermediate dose calculation.
In the current study one of the major differences among IMRT, SA single and double arc plans was the improved conformity Index with double arc plans which was statistically significant for IMRT vs double arc and double arc vs single arc for both PTVs. Single arc plans (SA4d) produced slightly inferior conformal plans to ss-IMRT without any significant difference observed between two techniques. The relationship between better conformity Index and single or multiple arc VMAT plans has also been observed by Guckenberger et al. [21] . However this trend was not observed unanimously for all sites and for all PTVs i.e. in some cases double arcs produced more conformal plans and in others single arc. More conformal VMAT plans (pinnacle ver 8.0) had been reported by Matuszak et al. [15] for stereotactic radiosurgery of spine using a partial arc. A RapidArc study also showed very conformal plans with double arc plans with a mean CI of 1.13 for locally advanced HNC patients [34] .
Similar trends were observed in Autobeam plans. Again single arc plans were superior to triple arc plans in terms of PTV1 homogeneity and Target coverage. The results were variable for PTV2. Autobeam plans were inferior to IMRT in terms of PTV homogeneity and target coverage although marked difference between two techniques was only observed for PTV2 V>107%. Autobeam achieved better conformal plans than ss-IMRT. Multiple arc Autobeam plans resulted in either similar or better CI than Single Arc plans.
In the current study Single arc plans generally had lower maximum dose or hotspots and higher minimum dose than IMRT. This is in contradiction to results described by some other researchers. Bzdusek et al. [19] stated that dynamic arcs for 3 HN Nasopharynx cases are more likely to have marginally higher maximum dose and lower minimum dose. A preliminary study conducted [33] showed that increasing number of arcs from 1-2 and from 1-3 increased the minimum dose to the high dose region (Boost PTV) on average by 1.9Gy and 4.6Gy respectively. They further reported that Single arc VMAT plans frequently resulted in reduced boost PTV volume coverage compared to IMRT plans. However a RA study by Zhang et al. [37] on prostate cancer cases produced higher dose to PTV with IMRT compared with VMAT.
In the present study dynamic arc plans resulted in improved sparing of some OARs with small differences between SmartArc and IMRT. These differences were in favour of SmartArc plans for SC_3mm and both parotids. Overall 2 arc plans were superior in reducing maximum doses to these OARs compared to ss-IMRT and other dynamic arc plans (SA4d, SA2d). In case of brainstem_3mm IMRT was superior than dynamic arc plans. Autobeam resulted in reduced maximum dose to brainstem_3mm than ss-IMRT whereas ss-IMRT resulted in better sparing of SC_3mm and both parotids with statistical significance observed for both parotids. Improved one or more OAR sparing with an increase in number of arcs has also been reported by other researchers for a number of sites including HN [28] , [21] - [23] , [33] . One study concluded that use of three arcs did not achieve marked decrease in OAR doses as desired level of critical structure sparing was already reached with double arcs [33] .
Increasing the control point spacing from 4-2 0 did not improve plan quality contrary to the expectation but resulted in increased optimization, calculation times and actual delivery times than SA4d VMAT plans. SA2d plans seemed to have a positive role in achieving better conformity index than SA4d for both PTVs with statistical significance and sparing some OARs than single arc plans but were inferior to 2 arc plans. Increased optimization and calculation times have been reported when moving from 4-2 0 CP spacing but with improved plan quality by Bzdusek et al. [19] . Some studies have concluded that dosimetric accuracy of small-arc approximation strongly depend on CP spacing [18] , [24] , [33] , [38] , [39] . CP spacing of 4 0 and less is recommended by [19] , [24] , [38] for a number of sites including HN for preclinical version of SmartArc. In addition to CP spacing, Feygelman et al. [24] also found that segment shape and position also affect the dosimetric accuracy. The results of the present study agree with these findings as dosimetric accuracy was found to be dependent on CP spacing, MLC shapes and Leaf-end separation modelling.
In the current study dosimetric validation of all VMAT plans (SA, AB, Ergo++) without modelling was found to be lower than ss-IMRT. Single arc SmartArc plans showed better agreement between measured and calculated doses than 2 0 and 2 arc plans. Similarly Autobeam and Ergo++ gamma results were lower than ss-IMRT. However when CP modelling was applied as discussed above in the Modelling section, the 2 0 CP spacing Autobeam plans resulted in improved plan quality compared to 5 0 and 10 0 spacing plans. This means that CP modelling resulted in better Pinnacle dose calculation which in turn resulted in better dosimetric accuracy during verification. These Autobeam CP modelling results can be generalized to SmartArc. This is because in VMAT the apertures are thin and are in dynamic motion. The concept is explained by Feygelman et al. [24] . As gantry moves from one CP to other the MLC leaves transition continuously from one point to the next maintaining a gap while monitor units are being delivered, resulting in the irradiation of areas for which VMAT TPS does not calculate dose. This overdose area can be reduced by reducing the CP spacing or increasing the segment width.
Furthermore leaf-End modelling improved the dosimetric results in terms of Gamma index by 2%, 15.8% and 19.4% on average for SA4d, SA2d and SA2Arcs. The MLC shape modelling also greatly improved Gamma index value and the results were close to ss-IMRT. This is the first time these MLC leaf-end values have been successfully tested at our centre resulting in substantial improvement in dosimetric accuracy of VMAT plans. The leaf-end separation effect seems to influence VMAT deliveries more than ss-IMRT perhaps again due to the dynamic nature of these deliveries. In ss-IMRT the leaf-end separation effect is more near the edges of the apertures but in dynamic mode due to continuous gantry and MLC motion the leaf-end separation effect is not restricted to field edges but moves as the MLC leaves move or MLC shape changes thereby shifting towards the isocentre and resulting in large dose errors.
Based on the results of verification data Bertelsen and colleagues [35] found that VMAT deliveries were noticeably better than IMRT on average with respect to dose deviation and distance to agreement. Consequently they suggested that VMAT deliveries may be less prone to small setup errors. This effect is not evident in the present study. The dose deviation and distance to agreement values with or without Leaf-end modelling were mostly on average lower than corresponding ss-IMRT. However, this effect could still be there but due to low number of patients or plans verified (2 sets of patient data) the effect was not obvious.
Another advantage of VMAT was the reduced treatment times. All VMAT plans except Ergo++ showed delivery times ranging between 4min 51s and 7min 42s with fastest treatment delivery achieved with Autobeam. These delivery times are considerably less than usually 7 field ss-IMRT delivery times. This is because with VMAT the entire volume can be treated at one time which in turn means treatment times are not target size dependent as long as the whole target can be covered in a single field [9] , [40] . Thus VMAT can allow more efficient treatment delivery that can lead to reduced patient discomfort, reduced intra-fractional motion and increased time for image guided radiotherapy. Ergo++ plans showed longest delivery times mainly due to beam terminating as it approaches very low MUs per segment during Ergo++ plan delivery. Other Ergo++ comparative planning studies for prostate cases report MU reduction of 11% and reduced treatment times of 1.9 min on average [41] , 1.8-3.7 min [42] and 1.6 min [27] . Data on Ergo++ comparative planning is very limited especially no data is available for HN cases making its assessment difficult.
In the current study total MU required for delivery were on average 19%, 30%, 10.6% and 6.5% lower than ss-IMRT for SA4d, SA2d, SA2Arcs and Autobeam plans respectively. Ergo++ plans however required more MUs than ss-IMRT (without setting Prescription to PTV1edited mean dose). Consequently reduced MUs in VMAT plans can lead to reduced scatter which can decrease risk of secondary malignancies [9] - [11] . This is particularly important for patients with long life expectancy. However VMAT like IMRT gives an integral dose to normal tissue which kind of offsets the benefit gained by reduced MUs [9] , [11] , [42] . However there is some evidence that VMAT gives about 12% less integral dose compared to IMRT [43] . Literature review from other SmartArc studies for single arc plans for HN sites show MU reduction from 16.8% to 36% [21] , from 5% to 15% [19] and 35% [35] compared to ss-IMRT. The results of our study are better than the one reported previously by Bedford [28] as it shows that Autobeam is more efficient in terms of total number of MUs and treatment delivery times than ss-IMRT.
Our study showed relatively lower reduction in monitor units for SmartArc plans compared to some of the RA studies [22] , [23] . This is probably due to large number of MUs required for sliding window fixed field IMRT approach than ss-IMRT. The same trend has been observed by Guckenberger et al. [21] . The estimated delivery times after plan optimization were close to the actual treatment delivery times. In most cases the difference between estimated and actual delivery times was less than 1min.
Variations were observed for plan optimization and calculation times. Overall SA4d plans took least optimization and calculation times. Two degree spacing plans took longest time to optimize and calculate for 2 out of 5 cases whereas 2 arcs (SA2Arcs) took longest in 3/5 cases with highest recorded time of 61 min. It seemed to be related to PTV1 volume size (HN3-5 have bigger PTV1 volume than HN1-2), number of iterations performed by the optimization algorithm (HN3-5 had more iterations), length of dose grid and number of arcs and number of CPs. Bzdusek et al. [19] also found some of these parameters to influence optimization times. They reported longest optimization time with large lung volume and dose grid.
Analysis of planning studies and research work has shown that overall SA algorithm produces better plans than Autobeam and Ergo++ and is more time and space efficient. Perhaps this is because SA allows addition of CPs during optimization, reduces the complexity of optimization parameter space by not allowing second set of CPs required to achieve user-defined final gantry spacing to be part of machine parameter optimization phase, by multithreading the algorithm and by using a pencil beam algorithm based on singular value decomposition (SVD) approach. On the other hand Autobeam and Ergo++ only uses standard pencil beam algorithm and therefore perhaps takes lot of time for optimization and dose calculation compared to SA and that's why Autobeam and Ergo++ algorithms are comparatively less time and space efficient. Moreover Ergo++ is just a segment weight optimizer. Overall Autobeam and Ergo++ required more effort to achieve reasonable plans than SmartArc.
Evaluation of Elekta VMAT system (Ergo++) and Autobeam was difficult due to limited availability of peer review literature especially for HNC cases. In case of Autobeam it is mainly because it is an in-house software that has quite recently been available for VMAT planning. Autobeam has great potential for producing good quality plans for a number of sites as shown by a previous study at researcher's centre [28] and consequently it is used for producing clinical lung plans. The results with HN sites have improved but further research is required.
VIII. CONCLUSION
Overall SmartArc plans were better than ss-IMRT with single arc plans achieving best results in terms of PTV homogeneity and target coverage whereas double arc plans produced very conformal plans. The analysis of our results show that double arc plans have a positive role in achieving improved plan conformity and in sparing of some OARs.
In Autobeam plans, again single arc plans were superior to triple arc plans in terms of PTV1 homogeneity and Target coverage. The results were variable for PTV2. Autobeam plans were inferior to IMRT in terms of PTV homogeneity and target coverage although marked difference between two techniques was only observed for PTV2 V>107%. Autobeam achieved better conformal plans than ss-IMRT. These plans were found to be very efficient resulting in fastest treatment delivery times compared to SmartArc and Ergo++. Results with Autobeam for HN sites are encouraging but further research is required. Ergo++ Plans were inferior to ss-IMRT, SA and AB. However they achieved best CI among all the techniques investigated in this study.
All VMAT plans reported reduced MU than ss-IMRT except Ergo++.VMAT plans. Dosimetric accuracy depends on CP spacing, MLC aperture shape and Leaf-end separation Modelling. Leaf-end separation values have been tested successfully for the first time at researcher's centre leading to increased dosimetric accuracy. CP spacing of 4 or less with accurate modelling of VMAT system can give rise to acceptable dosimetric results which are close to ss-IMRT. Overall Single arc (SA4d) plans took least optimization and calculation times followed by 2 0 spacing plans whereas 2 arcs SmartArc plans took longest in 3/5 cases with highest recorded time of 61 min. To maintain a reasonable balance between VMAT inverse planning and dosimetric accuracy it is recommended to use CP spacing < 4 only for very complex HNC cases requiring lot of MLC leaf motion rather than for all cases.
IX. LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The data comparison for the planning part of the study was not straight forward due to different natures of various VMAT algorithms used. However efforts were made to make data comparison simple wherever possible by applying planning rules as similar as possible between different VMAT techniques, dose calculation algorithm and dosimetric verification methods but still not all sources of bias and their potential influence on plan comparison, plan quality and verification could be ruled out. It is not possible to make comparison completely fair due to different nature of VMAT systems employed in the present study.
Another limitations of the current study is the use of small number of HNC cases (n=5). However the literature review shows that there are some other SmartArc HN studies with small patient population i.e. 5 or less [21] , [32] , [38] . Hence it is safe to some extent to generalize the results of the present study to other cases. It is important to realize that due to limited research time not all the possible scenarios have been tested. Therefore the results of this study need to be interpreted with care and with further research the results with Autobeam and Ergo++ are likely to improve for very complex cases. A new version of Autobeam is being released and is expected to have strong VMAT planning capabilities and therefore could be tested for more complex cases in future studies. For Ergo++ role of multiple or partial arcs need to be tested in HNC cases and could be part of a future research. Further research areas could also include the implication of VMAT in terms of tumour control probability and Normal tissue toxicity, Image guided and adaptive VMAT in HNC. 
